Electric Floor Heating & Snow Melting Solutions

WattsRadiant™
Floor Heating & Snow Melting
Select mat, wire or cable to fit your installation.

**Custom TapeMat®**
- Order mat to your exact floor plan
- Simply unroll to fit the space
- No cuts or turns required

**ShowerMat™**
- Simple solution for built-in shower floor heating
- Standard 36 x 60" & 48 x 48" sizes
- 4" center drain cut out

**TapeMat®**
- Edged with easy-to-install two-sided tape
- Open-weave mesh allows mortar to easily bond with underlying material
- Approved for shower installation

**WarmWire®**
- Can be installed under tile or stone in wet applications
- Fits rooms of all shapes and sizes
- Install with CableStrap™ or underlayment designed for heating wire

**UnderFloor™ Mat**
- Installs between floor joists to warm the room above
- No need to renovate the space
- Works under any type of floor covering including naildown hard wood

**SlabHeat®**
- Concrete slab or slab cap installation for radiant comfort.
- Engineered to handle the rigors of any concrete installation

Take control with a SunStat Thermostat.

**SunStat® Thermostats**
- Model options include Wi-Fi technology, energy saving schedules and touchscreen operation
- Dual voltage for 120 or 240V - built in GFCI
- Air and floor temperature sensing
- Expand area of control with optional Relay C3
Select mats for fast installation in rectangular areas.

ProMelt® Mats
- Simplify electric snow melting installation with easy to install mats
- 2' or 3' wide rolls with 120, 208 and 240 VAC model options

Select cable for flexibility in curved areas.

ProMelt® Cable
- Complete flexibility to match stairs, curves and free-form shapes
- Spaced at 3" or 4" OC depending on required Watts per square foot

Safe, reliable control for ProMelt systems.

ProMelt® Controls
- Automatic and manual melting options
- Pole-mount, in-slab or surface-mount sensing
- Control options from 30 to 200 Amps per unit
- ‘All-in-one’ control for smaller systems
- 24 VAC control with connection to ContactorPro for larger systems

Rely on our experience to make your next installation a success!

- 60 standard sizes to better fit your projects
- Polyurethane outer wire jacket for superior flexibility, abrasion & tear resistance
- Better low-temperature stability than PVC products
- World-class design, manufacturing and technical support
- Assembled in USA and backed by a 10-year warranty
Why Choose Watts Radiant?

- Flexible electric heating solutions for warming tile, stone, wood, carpet, laminate and other floor coverings
- Floor heating systems that cost only pennies a day to operate
- Product choices available for both new and retrofit construction
- Snow melting cables with polyurethane outer wire jacket for superior flexibility, abrasion and tear resistance
- Proven reputation with thousands of successful installations across North America
- World-class design, manufacturing and technical support with over 30 years in the floor heating business

Watts Radiant products are designed to add comfort, convenience and reliability to homes and commercial buildings. With Watts Radiant, you can choose from a full line of electric floor heating and snow melting solutions that are easy to use and install.